Gender Equality (selected SDG)

negotiate X

Goal: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls.
Target 5.5: Ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision -making in
political, economic and public life.

The Challenge
When it comes to participation in negotiating events, women are more risk adverse than males, according to study. Women also
negotiate less frequently than men in a range of settings. This propensity promotes inequalities such as leadership gaps and wage

disparities between men and women. We did qualitative research on women's negotiating experiences, feelings, and knowledge, and
discovered that women value negotiation abilities and find them useful in a range of situations, but they don't know how to utilize
them. Something isn't quite right. What HCI solutions can we employ to bridge the knowledge and confidence gap that women face
when negotiating?

Executive Summary
Goal: Improving society by girl/woman empowerment through the art of negotiation helping them get better opportunities.
Solution: Negotiate X, a digital negotiation toolkit that provides women with an interactive learning experience, equipping them with
the skills and knowledge necessary for engaging in negotiations with confidence.

The Users
Target Users: Female students ages 18 and older.
I did four out of fifteen interviews with female students in the initial round of interviews to better understand their feelings
towards and experiences with negotiating. The interview script, which I wrote, fostered storytelling and steered
participant conversation. Then, come up with 3 personas representing my user segment.

UX Research
Identifying the problem
Background research was done by reading academic articles, compared different digital negotiating tools, and completed a heuristic
review of the CoEx lab's current negotiation learning platform, the PROGRESS webpage. Dr. Linda C. Babcock founded PROGRESS
(Program for Research and Outreach on Gender Equity in Society) in 2006 to empower women and girls via negotiation. Women and
girls can learn about negotiating and apply their abilities on the website’s educational modules.

Competitive Analysis

Although there are several negotiation learning tools available today, finding one that maximizes chances for learning and practical
application might be difficult, as there are few tools dedicated to training women with negotiating skills.
According to a competitive analysis of negotiation learning tools, there is a lot of possibility for innovation in developing a dynamic tool that
effectively teaches women how to negotiate.
The majority of today's learning tools need paid subscriptions to access key content, use out-of-date and unrealistic scenarios that are
difficult for users to relate to or apply, or are designed for private usage by enterprises and academic organizations. Such restrictions and
constraints lead to the persistence of gender discrepancies in negotiation success. Understanding the problem alone is not enough
to change societal habits.

Insights from User Research
1. Women do not feel confident or well-equipped as negotiators.

2. Women feel hesitant and unprepared entering negotiation situations.
3. Women understand it takes confidence, determination, and compromise in order to have a successful negotiation.

Define
Combined all of my research and observed where our target users’ problems existed. Then, analyzed the insights by way of affinity diagramming
— which is a method to help gather large amounts of data and organize them into groups or themes based on their relationships.

Key Takeaways
1. Women have had to negotiate for a variety of matters (relating to school, housing, shopping, etc.)
2. Women tend to experience negative emotions before negotiating (i.e. nervousness, fear, and self-doubt)

Design
Ideation
I started with Crazy 8s rapid sketching activity to kick off the design stage and generate solution ideas. The idea is to stretch
one's creativity and come up with a variety of unique answers. In eight minutes, I sketched eight different ideas, eight times
having breaks in between. Live negotiation competitions and interactive negotiation games were among the ideas.
These solutions were subsequently turned into storyboards. These storyboards depicted various scenarios in which women
may improve their negotiating abilities.

How Might We…
Formulated HMW statements from my Crazy 8s concepts in order to narrow down othe design scope:
-How Might We... Use games / automated software to help women become better negotiators?
-How Might We... Expose women to helpful online resources and negotiation practices?
-How Might We... Use pre-written assessments and templates to help women become better negotiators?

Speed Dating
Using the Speed Dating method, I gathered participants’ reactions to each storyboard scenario.
Discovered which speed dating concepts were universally accepted and which ones were not so popular.

Concept Selection
Modules
Detailed lessons that provide learning material
in a sequential order, guiding users through
the content and assessments.
Audio Lessons
Audio recordings that provide detailed tips and
tricks about how to negotiate.
Quizzes
A brief test of the information that was
provided to the user in the modules.
Explore Page

A database showcasing external resources
about negotiation, such as articles and
podcasts.

Why a native mobile application?
I believed that these 4 features could best be implemented by way of a mobile application, as people are constantly on the move and need
resources that are fast and portable. Additionally, I believe that a mobile app will have a larger reach than a web-based solution.

Solution
I believed that these 4 features could best be implemented by way of a mobile application, as people are constantly on the move and need
resources that are fast and portable. Additionally, I believe that a mobile app will have a larger reach than a web-based solution.

negotiate X

A mobile learning tool that empowers young women by teaching them the art of negotiation.

Prototyping
I used Figma to design various screens and key features of our prototype mostly being the Learning Modules and Quiz screens.

Usability Testing
Returned back to users for feedback. Used users' Think-Alouds to understand how the design thoughts were received in order to test the
efficacy and intuitiveness of the mobile toolkit. Think-Aloud sessions are usability sessions in which users are given a few tasks to accomplish and
asked to think aloud while navigating an interactive prototype. Was able to gain insight on the negotiation toolkit's usefulness as a result of this.

Lesson Modules
The initial few prototypes incorporated reading-based learning modules. Users were required to read the course material and complete a brief
quiz at the end of each module. Reading-based sessions were made more interactive and engaging. After receiving criticism that the classes

were too long and difficult to learn on the move, I began to include questions and other interactive learning exercises.

Quizzes
Initially, I believed that a knowledge test at the end of each learning
module was standard. I made the quizzes as brief as possible, with no more
than 5 questions. To keep the answer input interactions easy and clear, I
implemented user feedback: a user would tap their desired answer and
confirm it before submitting it for review. Their wrong answer would be

displayed in red, while the correct answer would be highlighted in green.
After deciding to include quiz-like questions and interactions within the
learning modules, the quiz design revisions came to a halt.

Explore Page
The Explore Page
provides users with

reliable, external
resources in article, video,
and podcast format.

Audio Lessons
The audio lessons provided a multimodal way for users to learn
negotiation subject and practice discussion skills. Audio lessons
were designed to mimic negotiation exchanges between two
people, while users act as flies on the wall and learn from
generated first-hand experiences..

Usability testing revealed that while users thought the audio
lessons platform was unique and interesting, they preferred
that more typical design patterns be utilised to create this
functionality. I wanted users to grasp how audio lessons

worked right away, so we included features like a transcript
symbol near the play-time bar, a 15-second rewind and
fast-forward tool, and a speed adjustment.

Link to Final
Prototypehttps://www.figma.com

/proto/y1YXQY76HHZrl
M8fw0nDjg/negotiateX?nodeid=1%3A3233&scaling=
min-zoom&pageid=0%3A1&starting-

point-nodeid=1%3A2778&showproto-sidebar=1
-Samrraj Chaudary
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Design, Pune

